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FEEP Thruster Plume Investigation with Langmuir Probes
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In the past, Ion beam diagnostics on FEEP thrusters was performed by means of simple electrostatic
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Introduction

SERLMENTA Lactiviies on Field Emission ElectricPropulsion (FEEP) thrusters started in the late

s. Since

has been
datafron
of experimental
a considerable
then,
1.t
envelope,
whole operational
covering theamount
co leted
collectedcovering the whole operationaienvelope,from 1LUN
12,3
modes
to 5 mN, in both steady and pulsed operation
However, the major part of these data focsd on the electrical
aspectof FEEP ruster operation, whereas information on the
characteristics of the exhaust beam is still rare. Above all, in
of the very recently proposed application of FEEP
view
view of the very recently proposed appcaon of FEEP
thrusters as high performance drag-free controllers on scientific spacecraft 45, a detailed knowledge of the phenomena
setime,
occurring in the thruster plasma plume is indispensable. Be-

formance degradatcn of these devices. Other possible interactions are the ercsion of soacecraft outer surfaces near the
charged plasma
thruster exit due to
cles, and interencs between und control radio
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in the thruster plume.
orderto
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edsystem
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In orderto rachmust be evel of a flihoroughly.In thiscontem all the
interactions must be evaluated thoroughly. In thisconteit the
present work should be seen as a first step to comply with this
objective of the performed theoretical
requirement The m
nexperiement. The ma objecv was to demonsre for theoretical
was to demonstrate, for the first
and experiental ac
diagnosis by
plume diagnosis
FEEP plume
detailed FEEP
of aa detailed
feasibility of
the feasibility
time, the

sides proving thatthe drag compensation unit is capable of

means of electrostatic Langmuir probes. It will be shown that

the entire propulsion system showacs no
h the highly sFnsitive payloadonsuch
harmfu interactionswit
su c h

can be adapted to the specific needs ofararefied plume plasma
with high directed ion velocities in order to provide valid

proides proving
th
at ethe drag compensation unitracy, ithasto
be gurovnteed
thatreq

haml interactons wih the highly ensiveplodon

scientific spacecat. A major issue, in this context, is the
contamination of functional spacecraft surfaces (externally
attached experiments, antennae, solar panels) by backflowing
portions of the emited thruster plasma, which leads to per-

this technique, originlly conceived for quiescent plasas,
^information about the phenomena

occurring in the plume.
information about e penomena occurring in te plume.
following, he double probe theory is briefly recalled in
n
ecal se of
the s
verioe aounting for
modified
is
case of a
special
the
for
accounting
s modwitied version,
plasma with high dire tion velocity, and theoretical estimates

of the FEE? plume parameters are given. The experimental
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setup is thereafter described and the results of the experimen-

campaign performed on a 3 cm lenght, 1.8 pm slit height
FEEP emitter are presented and discussed.
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beh .d the probe, as sh''n in Fi . 2:
Modified Double Probe Theory
In. this secticn he standard probe theory, i.e. te the=..
probes in quiescent plasmas with a essentially Maxw7.

.:
-

distribution of pan-icle velocity and energy, will be recons:ered to meet the demands imposed by plasmas wit high
directed ion velocites occurring, for example, in an ica
thraster plume. Two main deviations from the standard properties of plasmas can be observed. As a consequence of the
s

high directed ion velociues it can be assumed that a probe

immersed inthe plasma beam generates a wake region downstream of the probe that is essentially void of plasma. Hence,
nocurrentis collected at the downstream surface ofthe probe.

The second deviation from the standard theory is that the large
energy of the ions sriking the probe surface may give rise to
secondary emission of electrons by the probe itself. This
phenomenon will increase the current passing through the
probe assembly and has to be taken into account by a correction factor.

i
I
-
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Fig. 2 - Double-probe system immersed In a plasma plume

U

with high directed ion velocities

Probe-plasmainteraction
The potential distribution between the probes of a floating
double-probe system, as shown in Fig. 1, indicates regions of
signiicant potential dro close to each probe.
Ssively
I:roe:

me -

oo,

In view of the condition of eleccal neutrality, this wake is
also devoid of electrons. At the surface dividing the wake from
the plume there will be a thin sheath region containing excluelectrons. The resulting space charge density causes the
electric potential to become strongly negative, thereby preventing the electrons from entering the wake. It could be

shown that the thickness of this sheath is of the order of

'
/
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6
of the local Debye length .

,magnitude

S

Etimacte of directed pr:icle veiociies rnd average thermal
speeds
V-= V.-V.

Fig. 1 -Schematic of the potential distribution benveen the

A FEEP thruster operang at a typical emitter-accelerator
voltage difference of AV = 9 kV produces predominantly
singly charged caesium ions with an average directed energy
of the order of 9 keV. This directed energy corresponds to a
dircted ion velocitv o:f. = 115000 m/s. The thermal energy

probes of a ,oating double-probe system with sheath (sheath

of the ions, kT, is much lower than theirkinetic energy, so that

around probe 1 not depicted)

the directed velocity of the ions is much larger than their

S,

These so-caed sheaths are not electrically neurjal but susan
strong elecric fields provoked by the potential diffemrnce
etween the space potential and the externally applied probe
potential. In these sheath regions the potential is negative with
respect to that of the plume plasma. Without such a negative
prcbe-to-plasma potential difference, the elecron current to
the probe would be equal to the thermal flux of the electrons
in the undis-rbed plasma, which is much greater han he ion
flux. n this case the :ttaL: lecron flux to the probe assembly
would be larer than the total ion current, violautng the
condition that the net current to t'e floating double-probe
system be zero.
Provided the pc:enaal differences in the sheaths are no
:"b
a t either
eit;' - prooe
than
an several Crs
ten of voice,
v
, te
the ion
ion flux
flux arriving
avg

ecuals the ion flux in the undistarbed ciume. In other words,
he ion trajectories are essentially unaffected by the eec
field in the sheath 6. This results in a wake devoid of ions

average thermal speed.
provided that the plume is electrically neutal, the electron
density in the undisturbed plume n,,o equals the undisturbed
ion density ni.o. Furthermore, during steady-state operauon
the ion current Ji leavinz he thruster must equal the electron
current J. Together, these conditions mean that the ion current
densityji at each location in the plasma plume must equal the
electron current density j.. Since the current density j equals
the product of the number density n, the electronic charge e
and the directed velocity u:
=en: i
it folo.s hat the directed ele

I

(1)
on velocity u, equals the di-

rected ion velocity u:. On the other hand, the average thermal
soeed of he elecaons is

spee o

elecons

,1a

S--SiS k T.
1\ r.m

)

where k is theBoltzmannconstant,T, theelectron temperatre
and me the electron res: mass. Assuming kT, is of the order
of I eV or larger, the average thermal speed of electrons
becomes > 670000 m/s. Thus, it can be concluded that the
electrons move with a directed velocity which is considerably
smaller than theiraverage thermal speed.Therefore,elecrons
and ions are the hoter and colder species in the plume plasma,
respectively.

surface as a result of "he large energy of impacting ions
(secondary electron emission). Te average number of secondary electrons eminid per arriving ion is a function of the
ion energy, and also depends on '.t composition of the probe
surface and the ion species. Since the probe is biased negalively with respect to the plasma, all secondary electrons will
travel away from the probe towards the plasma. Therefore, for
a given ion energy and species, secondary emission effecLively results in amplif.cation of the ion current by a constant
factor a. Introducing a into Eq. 5 and solving for the ion flux
ni ui yields

n

Effective probe surfaces
As a direct consequence of the results stated in the previous
section, it follows that the nature of the motion of electrons and
ions differs fundamentally. Electrons having mainly thermal
energy oscillate with an omnidirectional random velocity,
whereas ions move unidirectionally downstream towards the
probe. As the ion trajectories are essentially unaffected by the
presence of the probe, the effective probe surface for ion
current collection is simply the probe surface projected on a
plane perpendicular to the flow direction:

where d is the filament diameter and I the filament length
immersed in the plasma stream.
The situation for electrons is slightly different Due to their
random velocity they reach the probe over the whole accesible area which eqcuas:

a
a eAp, i

u'

(6)

where Ji., is the ion current at atturation taken from the probe
characteristic. The coefficient a has to be determined from
known data about secondary emission. To give an idea of the
magnitude of ct, it is reported that a = 1.019 for the case of
xenon ions striking a tungsen surface atan energy of 1000eV.
Even though a is expec:ed to be somewhat greater in the case
of caesium striking a tungsten surface at an average kinetic
energy of 9 kV, it is presumed that the amplifying effect of
secondary electron emission is still quite small and therefore
negligible. Assuming that the Maxwellian distribution of ion
kinetic energy may be approximate by a constant value, Eq. 6
readily yields the specific ion density ni:
r

_

i.= t
au eA p.

(7)

Elec-ron temoerature
A!,, = ,d-1/2

(4)

The factor 1/2 in Eq. 4 accounts for the fact hat the w-a:e
downstream of the probe is void of plasma and therefore Le
downstream part of the probe surface does not ccntribu:e :o
current collection.
Eq. 3, as well as E. 4, neglects the contribution of the end
wall surface of the probe filament to the effective currentcollecting probe surface. For the filaments used in this work,
the neglected area is only about 0.6% of the lateral surface of
the probe.
lon fj ., specfifc !s;'
emission

density r.d effec:s of secorzry

In plasmas with high directed ion velocities the ion current
to a probe is given to a very good apprcximaLicn by thle rocuct
of the ion current density ji times the projected probe surface
Ap,:

j, =en u Ai

.5)

The electron cur-ent consists of two parts: electrons arriving
at the probe as a resui: of the thermal motion of the electrons
in the plume plsma, and electrons emitted by the probe

The electron temperaure T. may be found from the slope
attheoriginoftheprobe=current-voltagecharacteristicandthe
measured magnitudes of the ion currents in the saturation
regions. As the effecive probe surface has no influence on the
computationof T, the usuai formulation remains still valid for
the case of a plume plasma with high directd ion velocities:
dI
dIv=,

e

i..- i1T i,,-i2

where i, and i, are :e measuredsaturancn ion currents and
dI/dVlv=o is the slope c fthe probe characteristic at the origin.
Space potential
The space potential follows from equating the ion and
electron currents collected by the probe. As both currents are
in-.tuenced by the effecive current-collecting probe area, the
formulation for the space potential will differ slightly from
that of the classical case of a quiescent plasma. Equating the
ion and electron current in the case of a cylindrical probe
oriented perpendicular!y to the flow direction yields:

-

I

-

-: see that
i
aeni ui A., =e ne.

-exp

kT,
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si..r...
'-.ory' for quiescea: plasmas gives:

T

where no.o is the specific electron density in the undisturbed
plasm: plume, V,the average thermal speed of electrons, V
the floating potential of the double probe, and V, the space
potential.
Replacing Ap and Ap, in Eq. (9) by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), one
has
(

)
e(VkT,

Replacing the average thermal speed of the electrons by Eq.
(2) and setting ni= neo yields:

Ina+n

e(V-V)

8rm
k

-

e(V-V)
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(11)

(13
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wheres the result for high di-ected ion velocities is:
(

(an uTV ne.o
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(T,
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,
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,

(17)

Thus theclassical theory, as rportedbyChen 7,predictsa linear
dependence of the correc'ion factor c(T) on the electron
temperature,whereas the modified theory presentsa logarithmic shape. Interestingly enough, the influence of AV on the
absolute magnitude of c(T-) diminishes with increasing potential difference. For sake of comparison, Eqs. (16) and (17)
are plotted in Fig. 3 for a rnge of electron temperature from
0 eV to 10 eV.
I

Assuming V, > V, setting a = 1, i.e. neglecting the influence
of secondary electron emission, and solving for the space
potential yields

V, = V r +

2

1

mT

In

mekT

F;om the relation for ui:

irkTe
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Fig. 3 - Correctior ciTe) for the space potential Vs (parameter
is the emitter/accelerator voltage difference in steps of I kV)
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e V= -mi u7
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(13)

one finally obtai.s

Experimental Setup
':cuunm resifa:rli"

where Vis the measured floating potentialofthe dou!e probe
system and AV the voltage difference between emitter and
accelerator.

SThe vacuum chamber IV 1 epresents the core component part
ofCentrospazio'sFEEP tstingfacility.Thischamberconsists
of a stainless steel vessel with an overall length of 1.8 m and
a di meter of 0.6 m. T.e chamber is equipped with a prevacuum rotary vane pump, while ultra-high vacuum up to
i10- mbar is achievcd by a cryopump and a turbomoiecular
pamp which is backed by a second rotary vane pump.

Note that a general theory on V, does not exist. Several
theoretical approaches to compute the space potential are

The chamber pressure and the composition of the residual
amnosphere are controlled by a complete pressure measuring

V,= Vf

I

- In
12 n

m
kT. m,

(14)
e

repor-td in the literature but thvy are v.lid cnly for sec-al
kinds of plasmas under certain conditions and severe restrictions. Thus, the results obtained with this approach have to be
evaluated carefully.
introducing a correction factor for space potential c),
defmed as

instrumentation, including low- and high-vacuum pressure
gauges and a quadruple mass spectrometer. During the experimental campaig , the Lhruster was equipped with acesium
cromate propellant feeding system (a device that releases
r-'e casium by high temperature decompositon ofCsCrOa)
and a plasma bridge neuralizer. A support plate hosts the
whole FEEP assembly, i.e. the emitting unit, the propellant

V

V + (T)

(15)

feing system, he plasma-bridge neutralizer.and the motorized electrostatic probes. A schematic sketch of the experi-

I
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ment-l firnge is shown in Fig. 4.
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- Beam scan with horizontal wire probe, with thruster
Fig. 6
operating at different thrust levels

S-_Flg. 4Schematic sketch of the experimental flange with
support plate and FEEP assembly
probe stepper motors consists
driving the
control unit
Theconustol
unitdving
the
stepper
probe
controller
motor
and a Hewlett
of a custom-made stepper motor controller and a Hewlett
3852A data acquisition/control unit which serves as
signal generator. The generated signal is such that one step of
of itsoutput
motor corresponds to
the stepper
aisthe
jibrangesofthseeeponds
to aa 0.9 rotation
rotartionitts ou t
axisTheibrangesofhetion
the horizontally swivelling motor and
for the vertically
traversing motor by meas of elecic end switches.

SPackard

ing
Previous ion beam
Previous
sc
inconditions
ion beam
During previous experiments, a set of two simple elecrostatic probes was used to scn the vertical and horzont
profile of the ion beam 3.The probes consisted of long wires
in stainless steel with an approximate length of 140 mm and a
a
power supply
DC power
tuneable DC
A tuneabe
diameter of 0.8 mm. A
supply provided
provided a
ground
to
respect
with
negatively with respect to ground
probes negavel
the probes
voltage to bias the
volage
potential, and an ammeter was used to measure the current
collected by the probes. Typical results obtained with a 3 cm
slit length FEEP emitter and this probe configuration are
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
-
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The diagrams in Fig. 5 indicate a quite regular and symmetric
ion emission along the emitter slit, whereas those in Fig. 6
imply a slightly downward deflected ion beam, this resulting
from (undesired) electrostatic interaction with a shielding
plate located next to the ion beam. Although the results
obtained with the wire probes seem to be conclusive, they
contain only little usable information. The application of the
e
c
r
h
o t
collected data to determine
electrical probetertheorye to the collted data to determine
possible for two reasons. First, the
plasma parameters is notmuir
technique of single Langmuir probes requires a full currentvoltage characteristic including ionic and electronic saturacurrents, while the probes were kept at a
ed potential,
and thus did not provide any information on the operating
pointandthe saturation currents. Second, thecurrent collected
by the probe does not provide any information about the local
in the plume due to the excessive length of the
immersed wire, the measured current representing only an
average value integrated over the whole probe length. The
application of he probe theory to this case would yield values
ofelecn meratre and plasma density without any pracoreover, the resulting probe current does
lsinificance.
tical significance. Moreover, the resulting probe current does
not contain any information
about the spatial variation
not contain any information about the spatial variation of the
plasma properties. This levelling integration effect of a wire
gr
e of
n
r te ga
esoile
in Fii,5 and Fi. 6. Thus, these curves do not represent the
actual situon of the beam proe but give only a mean over
the probe length. Although this simple method may be useful
for a first look at the plume geometric features, it seems to be
appropriate to reconsider all results deduced from experimentaldata obtained with wire probes.
W
Plume diagnosis equipment

°o
•

*..

Two identical double probes were constructed. Each probe

.............
S"

exposed length of 8 mm. A two-bore alumina tube with an
elliptical cross-section and an approximate length of 65 mm
serves as filament spacer, providing mechanical rigidity and
electrical insulation. A schematic sketch of the probe and the
main geometric probe dimensions are shown in Fig. 7:
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- Beam scan with vertical wire probe, with thruster
Fig. 5
operating at different thrust levels

and L milIetres relative to the origin of a Cartsian emitterfixed ccordina:e system.
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Fig. 7 - Geometric dimensions of the double-filament
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Langmuir probe

bFig.

ofa movable laboratory undercarvacuum chamber by dmeans
riage. This arrangement allows full accessibility to the experi-

8 - Measuring points of probe H (black dots indicate the

1=0.1

:s;i:,c

2

! !Z

mental support plate during assembly and bench-testing.

2

; ,==.

The horizontally swivelling probe sensing the emitter slit
plane will be hereafter referred to as Probe H, while the
vertical swivelling probe will be Probe V.
The probe electric circuit comprise the Langmuir probes, a

switching DC low-voltage power supply (Delta Elektronika
SM6020), an ammeter (Keithley 2001 digital multimeter),

and a voltmeter (Tektronix DM250 multimeter).
The DCpowersupply iscapableofproviding a bias voltage
in the range of 0+69 V with a resolution of 0.1 V.The output
voltage is monitored by a Tektronix multimeter DM250 with
a precision of AV 5 0.5% of the actual measuring range. The
current in the circuit is measured with the Keithley mul'imeter
which is set at the 200 pLA-range. With this setting the
multimeter is resolving current steps of 10 pA with an accuracy of AI 5 200 nA.
Experimentalprocedure
The assembly phase is concluded with a tinal check of all

.
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Fig. 9 - Measuring points of probe V in the plane y=0 (black
dots indicate the end positions of the probe)

partsof theexperiment, including theelectricconnections, he
high-voltage insulators, and the stepper motors. A standard
pre-test sequence is followed after closing the vacuum chamberinordertoreach therequiredultra-high vacuumandtostart

From previous experiments itwasalready wei!-known that
sur-ce contamination and subsequent insulaton loss of the
high-voltage insulators during neutralizer operaton represents the limiting factor in experiment duration. Thus, the

the ion emission. This preparatory procedure includes different

exeriments were organized such that those requir.ng neutral-

bakeout and pumping phases.
The locations in the emitter slit plane (plane y = 0) and the
middle plane perpendicularto the slit plane (plare z = C)which
have been selected for the measurements are indicated by the
white dots in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively. The numerical
values ateach point indicate its position in stepper motor steps

izer cperation are conducted at the very end of the experimental campaign. The following tests were performed:

beam ran in the emitter slit pane (probe H) to determine the
horizontal beam profile (neutralizer off);

I

S-
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to the emi'e:
Sbea scan in the middie plane perpendicbeam profile
vertica
the
determine
to
slit plane (probe V)

(neutralizer off);
* complete current-voltage characteristics at seven different
locations in the emiter slit plane (probe H) at medium thrust
level without neutralizer

-

______

.

Scomplete current-voltage characteristics at seven locations
., . .

in the middle plane perpendicular to the emitter slit plane

' .

(probe V) at medium thrust level without neutralizer.
The step width for both beam scans was chosen to be four

.--

.:

Fig. 10 - Horizontal beam scan in the emitter slit plane with
probe H in single-filament mode at two different, fixed probe

potentials

stepper motor steps. This choice represents a compromise
between a good spatial resolution of the scans and a processable

An immediate order-of magnitude check of the collected

amount of data.

After some initial difficulties in slit wetting that were
overcome by thermally cycling the emitter between room
temperature and 100 'C a few times, the ion emission initiated
and reached rapidly a stable stage allowing the performance of

probe current confirms the plausibility of the obtained data:
under similar operating conditions (thruster firing at amedium
thrust level, wire probe at V, = -60 V) the formerly used
vertical wire probe collected a maximum current of the order
of 20 pA. Considering the effective probe length of 140 mm,
the collected current per unit probe length becomes 1lJ,= 0.14
pA/mm.On the other hand, the 8mm long sensing filament of
the double probe collected a maximum current of 0.075 pA at
aprobe potential of V,= = -50 V,i.e.,aprobe current per unit
length ofl/l e= 0.009 A/mm. Taking into account that the

the first experiment which consisted of two beam scans inthe

formerly employed wire probes were mounted ata distance of

planes y = 0 and z = 0. To this end, the double probes were

approximately 80 mm from the accelerator plate (as opposed

Experimental Results and Discussion
Beam scanning

operated in the single-filament mode, Le., only one filament

to 310 mm for probe H), and considering that the plume

was connected to the probe power supply, whereas the second
filamentremainedunplugged. Allmeasurementsin theplasma
beam were performed as quickly as possible in order to
minimize the exposure time of the probe, thus reducing the
riskofa possibleprobe failuredue toshort-circuits orerosion.
In the first test one filament of probe H was set at a voltage
V, = -50 V with respect to the reference ground potential
and driven through the ion beam. This test was repeated with
an incread -ament potential of V. = -250 V, in order to

density diminishes with the inverse squareof the axial distance
from the thruster exit one has

investigate the influence ofthe probe potential on the collected
current The operationalconditions of the FEEP system during
the two beam scans and the graphs of the measured probe
current are shown in Tab. Iand Fig. 10, respectively,
an g.A
ent Tab.
re sho

that the mrimur current collected by probe correeluded
spcluded thatethe maximu uresunts obtied w the wre probe
spondsperfecty with the resultsobtained withthe wireprobe
during previous experiments.
completely different and less concurring picture is encountered when one compares the shapes of the current

an increased lament potential of V
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where the indces dp and w indicate the double probe and the

formerly used wire prce, respectively. Thus it can be con-

I characteristics shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 10. As already stated,
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Table 1- Operational conditions of the FEEP thruster during
the horizontal beam scans

the graph in Fig. 5 shows an essentially gaussian shape which
is caused by the integraing behaviour of the wire probe. The
graphs in Fig. 10. on the other hand, do not show any gaussian
shape but a flat portion in the center region of the beam
position 16 and 52) which represents well the quite
uniform ion emission aic.g the slit. The peak at position 44,
visible in both curves, indicates a single emission region with
an intense ion currenL
The graph of the second probe run with the increased
filament potential of V. = -250 V is shifted towards higher
currentvalues,asonewould expect.whereas itsshaperemains
! unaffected. The currentsh.ft is not directly proportional to the

increase of the applied probe potential but slower than that.
Indeed, an increase of V,, by a factor of 5 yielded a current
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am.p! fication by a fac'or of 2. This current shift oringinas in
the fact Latn - c- i:yc.l..
- a:..
-_cd
cpro
be filamen isslr\3ded
by an ionic shea ,L i-. a v, :be! sheath Lhickness. ?:.3 ionc
sheath shields the probe fihment and repels arrivingions'.ith ,
.:.
.. ,,
:an average directed energy lower than the potential at Lhe .-.
,..
,:
sheath edge. If the filament is biased more negatively the
-I__-r...
...
thickness of the sheath diminishes and becomes penetrable
,=cceiera:3.-lv 'N res c
even for ions with lower directed energies, which, in tum,
Aerasr--e
:23-

leads to an increase of the measured probe curren t.

h
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peripheral zones of the plasma plume and are used to deter-
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mine the lateral beam divergence P in the emitter slit plane.
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Table 2- Operational conditions of the FEEP thruster during
the recording of the current- voltage characteristics of probe
H at seven locations in the emitter slit plane
o.,
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ened the beam. As a consequence of the increasing lateral
divergence the shape of the beam is assumed to be funnel-like.

Similar results were obtained by the V probe beam scanning.

.-

_..

those measured in previous experiments 3,8 which were re-

ported to be typically less than P .This increase in the lateral
beam divergence is probably due to the fact that probe H
scanned the plasma plume further downstream, where repelling electrostatic forces between the ions have already wid-

.:

: :u-.=

wa:.n:c:,-ace

ejra

The steep current drops between position 12 and 16 and
between position 52 and 56 indicate the beginning of the

Once the actual geometry of the swiveling arm and the
location of the pivot have been accounted for, the lateral beam
divergence in the emitter slit plane can be computed as 16' ±
2 for the right edge of the beam (view from above in flow
for the left edge. These values indicate
direction) and 20 a slight asymmetry of the ion beam which may stem from a
misalignment of the emitter-accelerator assembly.
Furthermore, it is nodced that the values for P differ from
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Fig. 11- Current-voltage characteristic of probe H at position 11

Current-voltagecharacteristics

The recording of complete current-voltage characteristics
at seven locations in the planes z = 0 and y = 0 was perfcre,-d.
To this end, Lhe probes were ccera:ed in the double-filament
mode, i.e., the two filaments of each probe were biased with
resoect to each other but were kept insulated from ground so
that the whcle probe system was fcating. The bias voitge
ranged from Vp = -69 V to Vp = -69 V with respect to Lhe
reference potential, and was increased in steps of 5 V in the
saturation regions and in steps of 2 V in the transition zone of
the probe characteristic. The floating potential was measured
during the recording of the current-voltage characteristic by
tuning the power supply to the voltage where the current in the
probe circuit vanished.
C -'-r.:-vo!:ge cra.rac:ers:.cs i.
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Fig. 12 - Current-voltage characteristic ofprobe H at positon 32

e ernmi::er s!.i:t pare (: = 0)

.

;v:iwau neruralzer operation.

emission. The operational conditions of the FEEP system
during the experiment are summarized in Tab. 2, whereas
some ofthe graphs of the recorded cur-nt -voltage character-

istics are depicted in Figs. 11 to 13. Fig. 14 presents the data
from seven /'Vcurves, aken at locations 11 , 18 25.32,39, 6

and 53.
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The experimental procedure took about one hour. During the
whole tes: the emitter showed a regular and quite stable
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Fig. 13 - Current-voltage characteristic ofprobe H atposition 53

I

p-obe voltage was increased in sz'ps of 0.5 V in the transition
:region, in order to ob.ir more d.a .oints to compensate for
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Fig. 14 - Current-voltage characteristics of probe H at seven
locations in the emitter slit plane

When comparing the shapes of the seven graphs, itis firstly
noticed that the current-voltage characteristics recorded at the
outer positions 11 and 53 differ significantly from those

measured between position 18 and 46. Considering the results
of the horizontal beam sans (see Fig. 10), it becomes obvious
that at position 11 and 53 the probe was already in the
peripheral regions of the plume where the plasma density is

too low to allow meaningful Langmuir probing. Indeed, the
probe characteristics at these positions are reduced to more or
less straight lines which are thought to represent the currentvoltage characteristic of a simple ohmic resistance.
The remaining five curves, recorded between position 18
and 46. display the expected shapes of double-probe characteristics and allow the application of the modified Langmuir
technique. The slight asymmery between the left and right.
branches of the diagrams is observed in all characteristics
recorded with probe H, and is very probably caused by a slight
misalignment of the two filaments, which was in fact noticed
after the tests, as the probe were dismounted from the vacuum
chamber.

possible reading erOTrs. The V pr
:chac-hacteistic recorded at
"he central post:cn 58, which ccrsponds to position 32 of
probe H (except for the difference in axial distance from the
thrusterslit, 240 mm vs. 310 m. respectively), is depicted in
r-. <.15.
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Table 3: Operational conditions of the FEEP thruster during
the recording of the current- voltage characteristic of probe V
in the middle plane y = 0 at position 58
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Furthermore, all five current-voltage characteristics re'"
....
28
=
Vp
near
portion
horizontal
a
show
H
probe
with
corded
position
V, followed by a slighrly rising straight line. This shapet-olechrcteristicprobe
15 -Current-voltage characteristic of probe V at position
CFi-.
M
I=
8.Note the perfect symmetry of the cbaraczristic with
corresponds perfectly wi.h e behaviour predicted by the
respect to V.
theory for cylindrical Langmuir probes: the flat portions
indicate the saturaucn regions of the probe characteristics,
Acomparison cfhecharacteriscsrecorded i hprobeHand
whereas the nsing straight lines represent an increase in the
probe V is shown in Fig. 16.
the
effective
of
collected probe ctrrent due to an enlargement
effective
the
of
enlargement
The
surface.
current-collecting
surface is due to the fact that the range of influence of the
_
electrostatic field around each probe filament is a strong
___
. function of the applied probe voltage. Thus, an increase in the
..--:>
..
....
applied voltage results in an increase of the electrostatic field
,-.
:
"
srength which, in turn. leads to an attraction of even more
distant charges.
Currenr-vol:age chasr.crerisricsin the plane y = 0 without
neu:rali:er operat':c.

I^

The operational conditions of the FEEP thruster during this
test are presented in Tab. 3. As the thruster showed a somewhat
instable behaviour, probably due to the presence of liquid
caesium on he outer sur.aes of theemittersit whichgaverise
to arcing between the slit tip and the accelerator plate, the
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Fig. 16 - Currenc-voltage characteristics of probe H at position
32 (x=-310 mm) and probe V at position 58 (x=240 mm), with
thruster operating undersimilar conditions

- 658 The f~Lr tLhin :a re notced is the Perfect cognce
of
bot chrci
s: - ht ransidon region (-20 < Vp< 20 V
) ,
u ich indic a Lt tL.hecollected probe Crrent remains
essentially unafected by 'he absolute
magniude of the emission currentrid rhe axial proSe distance from
the truster exitL
This phenomenon may be explained by the presence
of fast,
secondary plas
electrons which contribute significantly to
the probe current in the transition region.
Adifferen'situanon s encounteredin theregionbeyondVp
20 V, where the contributon of the electrons to thecollected

I

-

-
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Fig. 17 Current-voltage characteristic of probe V at position
SS
with neutrlizer operating at a low emission level
A sond est was larperformed

with probe Hatpositicn
during
32, afterthea period
previousof test,
a small
thruster
quantity
switch
off. Asofalready
liquid casium
noticed

during the previous test, a small quantity of liquid csiu

deposited on theouter slit surfce was causing a loss of
insultion between the thrser electrods. Several attemps to
raise the accelerator potential up to V = -3 kV failed due to
heavy arcing between the accelerator and the thruster suppon
plate (grounded). Thus, it was decided to limit the accelerar

V, where the characteristic of probe H is shifted towards
higher absolute current values with respect to the perfectly

Current-voltagecharacterisicsin both planes with ,eu:ralier opera on
In order to investigate the effects ofneutralizeropeation on
the tlrusterplume, the plasma bridge neutalizer was
acivated
and tuned to a low emission level, and probe
V was positioned
in the
emitter slit plane at position 58. The
probe bias
was increased in steps of0.5 Vand I V in the transition voltage
re-cn.

and in steps of 2 V and 5 V in the saturation regions of the
cnaractrisdc. The operational conditions of the hruster
and
the neutalizer during this test are summarized in Tb.4;the
recorded currenvolgeharacteristic
nt
is shown in Fig. 17.

potential to V= -2.6 kV, atwhichvaluenoarcing occured.In
order to preserve continuity in the operating conditions, i.e. to

maintan a total potential drop of V = 9 kV the emiter
voltage was raised up o V, = 6.3 kV. With this voltage settin
the thruster operated flawlessly in terms of a sable and
uniform ion emission.
In order to investigate the influence of the
neutralizer
emission level on the collected probe current, this test . as
repeated with a signiicantly increased neutralizer ke-er
currenL The operational conditions during
both tests are
summarized in Tab. 5.
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probes. Since probe V at position 58 was at a distance of 240
mm from the thruster exit (in contrast to 3 10 mm for probe H
at position 32), this probe sensed the plume regions with
higher plasma flux, and thus, collected more current.
A reversed situation is encountered in the region Vp < -20

symmetric characteristic of probe V. As already mentioned in
the previous section, this abnormal behaviour is thought to be
caused by a filament misalignment of probe H which led to an
increase of the current-collecting effective probe surface

---

-

probe current vanishes. Here, the characteristics are much

influenced by the absolute magnitude of the emission
current
and the axial probe distance from the thruster exit, since the
probes are collecting predominantly ionic saturation
current.
The characteristic of probe V is shifted towards higher
currents, as one would expect, since during this test the thruster
operated at a slightly higher emission level (emitter current I
=
1.1 mA) than
during the test with probe H (I, = 0.9 mA).
Furthermore,
1.1hermore, the
the absolute
absolute magnitude
of the measured
testmagn
with pre
0.9 probe
mA).
currents is influenced by the axial distance of the sensing
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Table 5 - Operational conditions of the FEEP system during
the recording of the current- voltage characteristics of probe
: H at position 32,with neutralizer operatig t two different
emission levels

i

A comparison of:'le recorded cu.-re..t-voltagech.arc.rssCe
with and without neutralizer operauion and a
short survey cf
!,::,:CS,the operational conditions
:....

Table 4 - Operational conditions during the recording of the
current-voltage characteristic of probe V at
position 58, with
neutralizer operating at a low emission
level

of the FEEP system during
these

tests are presented in Fig. 18 and Tab.

, respectively.
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depcsit on the high voltage alumina isolators. The slight
c--en: shift between the ch:-,cteristics of probe H (neutr.

Ir,
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probe V was at a distance of 2-0' mrm from the thrusterexit (in
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low) and probe V (neutr. low) is mainly due to the fact that
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contrast to 310 mm for probe H), and thus sensed a region of
higher plasma flux.The consid erable increase in theaccelerator current during these tests indicates not only a higher level
of ion emission (Il = 13 mA) but also a progressive insulation

-o

loss of the alumina insulators holding the accelerator plate.

.

Table 6 - Operational conditions of the FEEP system during

Indeed, this assumption could be confirmed by visual observations which revealed pinkish glowing insulator surfaces, a

the recording of the current- voltage characteristics of probe

typical sign of supercially creeping leakage currents. As

H at position 32 and probe V at position 58, with neutralizer

expected, excessive caesium evaporation from the capillary

operating at different emission levels

tip of the plasma-bridge neutralizer had caused a progressive

loss in electric insulation of the high voltage components.
During the last test run, Le. during the recording of the current-

'

_-

,

--.--

voltage characteristic of probe H with neutralizer operating at

Sa

°_

keeper current of 150 mA, the accelerator potential had to be
decreased to V, = -2 kV in order to avoid arcing. Since it was
to be feared that the excessive arcing would spread to the
emitter and damage the slit tips, the thruster was eventually

-

-

.-----"

off.

_switched
_*_'
:

0

. O .

0

Fig. IS - Current-voltage characteristics of probe H at position

Information on the major quantities determining the characterisics of ie plume plasma can be obtained by analyzing

32 and probe V at position 58, and neutralizer operating at

the probecharacteristics. Even though the amountofgathered

different emission levels

data is still not sufficient to allow a complete and statistically
well-founded characterisation of the FEEP exhaust plume,
this analysis uncovers some fundamental tendencies. First
results for the electron temperature Ts, the specific plasma
density n, and the space potential V,are presented and discussed in this section. Results obtained from the two currentvolage characteristics recorded with probe V at position 58
are presented together with those derived from the characteristics of probe H. It is useful to note that position 58 of probe
V is on the x-axis of the emitter-fixed coordinate system (see
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9), and thus, corresponds in y and z to position
32 of probe . The difference in the axial distance between the
probes (310 mm for probe H vs. 240 mm for probe V), on the
other hand, allows to investigate the change of the measured
quantities along the x-axis downstream.

The analysis of the right branches of .he characteristics

(, 0 V) reveals the dependency of the collected probe
c,-renton the emission level of the neua-Lzer: an increase in
the electron emission results in a likewise increased probe
current.
At first glance, this phenomenon seems to be paradoxical.
An elevated emission from the neutrlizer causes an increased
presence of electrns near theprobe. Since the measured probe
curren: is the net sum of collected ion -d elec-ton current, it
should diminish with a higher elec-ron concentration. Actually, the situation is quite different. An increased presence of
electrons in the immediate proximity of he probe distu-bs the
ionic sheath around the probe, and thus. weakens the ion-epelling elec='ostatic field in the shea'h. Under these condi-ions, even ions with low directed energies, wvhich would have
been repelled by the undisturbed field, a-- able to penetrate the
shea'- and contribute to the probe currentL
Again, all characteristics, recorded with probe H, display a
slight left-branch asymmetry. The existence of this asymmetry, even under changed operational condi'ions, contfrms the
assumption, that this phenomenon is caused by a systematic
error of probe H. i.e., a misalignment oft h probe filaments.
The characteristic of robe H recor d ..it 'the neutralizer

he quantities re' ired to determine the electron temperature from Eq. (8) are the absolute magnitudes of the ion
saturation currents and the slope of the characteristic at V = 0.
The slope at the origin is determined by a least mean squares
fit applied to the five data points closest to the origin, whereas
the saturation currents are taken at the first flat portion subsequer.t to the transition region, typically around V,=25 +30 V.
Misleading effects of left-branch asymmetries are cancelled

L-A of bold rec';rac

cut by assuming euqal .nagnitudes of the saturation currents,

trnglies in Fig. 18) features an unusual behaviour, i.e. a poorly
dtveloed saturation region with a subsequent continuous
current increase. This abnormal behavieur is thought to be
caused by leakage currents in the probe circu it due to caesium

i.e.. by considering the characteristics as point symmetric with
rescect to their origins.
Before discussing any results for the electron temperature,
it is necessary to note that the situation in the ion beam without

opera-cng at a keeper current I.= 150

I

Measured and derived plasma quantities

Elec.ror :e ?era:.'re

- 660 rneu talizer opcracn dif:crs substantially from that with. nurr al to allow for
Even thou h Lea2~' ount crL'2 iss'Los-,
ofT,
d:e-,ination
w
e-L-fond.d
sic'i,
a definite andr s

presence of electrons in the plu.me
o:
tralzer opera-in.
plasma, in the lis; cae, s main ly due to the :act that high-

energy impacts of ions give -.se to secondary electron emssion from inner chamber wall surfaces. The velocity distribution of these secondary electrons is unknown, and there is no
guarantee that this disribution is essentially Maxwellian. On
the contrary, the major part of electrons encountered in the
plume plasma in the case ofa neutralized ion beam stems from
the neutralizer. Upon being pulled into the beam by the large
electric potential difference between neutralizer and beam, the
electrons will tend to pass through the beam, since the effective free mean path of an electron in the ion beam is extremely
large. They will then emerge back on the other side having
essentially the same energy with which they entered. The
electrons thus will tend to oscillate back and forth through the
beam. During this oscillation process, electrons will interact
with each other. The interactions will result in transfer of
momentum and energy, and eventually should lead to an
electron gas with a Maxwellian velocity distribution. However, there is, again, no guarantee that such a distribution is
achieved within the tested region close to the thruster outlet
The term temperature is a statistic concept requiring a
sufficient quantity of particles in thermal equilibrium, i.e. with
a Maxwellian energy and velocity distribution. Since, in both
cases, such a distribution cannot be ensured it appears more
appropriate not to assigna temperature butto report theresults
in terms of characteristic electron energies. The main operational parameters of the thruster during the tests are summarized in Tab. 7. The results for the characteristic electron
energy are presented in Fig. 19.
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Sdot vs. bold rhombus in Fig. 19). It is assumed that probe V at
position 53 measured higher values for T. than probe H be-
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:he analysis of the da2 in Fig. 19 may uncover some tendencies. A firstorder-of-magnit.de check conf.-s the plausibility
of the obtained values: the electron temperature in the neutralized exhaust beam of NASA's J series bombardment ion
thruster was reported 9, 10 11to range from T. = 0.4 eV up to
T,= 5eV. Double probe measurements conducted by De Boer
6 in the neutralized exhaust plume of the UK-10 ion thruster
yielded values for characterisuc electron energies between T,
=0.5 eV and T, = 3 eV at distances of 15 cm and 60 cm from
the thruster outlet, respectively.
The values for the characteristic electron energy obtained
in the neutralized FEEP exhaust beam (bold symbols in Fig.
19) range between T,= 2.2 eV (neutralizer perating at Ik=
150 mA)and T =2.9 eV (neutalizer operating at I = 50 mA),
and thus are well within the expected range. Interestingly
enough, all values for T. measured in the plasma plume
without neutralizer operation are shifted towards highercharacteristic energies, whereas those obtained in the neutralized
beam remain fairly low. Since it is assumed that the electrons
encountered in the plasma plume without neutralizer operation are predominantly secondary electrons from high-energy
ion bombardment, this shift may indicate the presence of not
thermalized electrons with a high value of direted energy. In
fact, the trace recorded between position 18 and position 46
indicates that these secondary electrons still do not have a
Maxwellian distribution in this region.
Anotherinterestingfeatureistheenergy shit betweendata
points measured with probe H and those sensed with probe V
under corresponding operating conditions (for example, bold

Table 7 - Operational conditions of the FEEP system during

thermalization between electrons still had not occurred.
Thermalization processes in the electron gas, in turn, are
thought to diminish the electron energy, and inally, should
lead to a quasi-Maxwvellian electron disrbut.ion with more
regular but owervalues for Te further downs- -rsm.Thistrend
corresponds perfectly with results repor.ed by Sellen et al.12

for NASA's J series bombardment ion thruster, which indio cated a decrease of all major plasma parameters (beam density, beam potential and plasma electron temperature) at
sitions further downstream from the tster

:he different
hetests
tess
diferent

outlet The

remarkable low values for T, in the neutralized beam (bold
symbols in Fig. 19) indicate a low coupling potential and,
therefore, a good coupling of the neutralizer to the ion beam.
' oreover, the graduation of these three data points uncovers
another trend: a higher neutralizer emission level results in a
decrease in electron temperature in the plume plasma, which,
in turn, indicates an increase in neutralizer coupling effiSciency.

---

ion flux and specific plasma density

I

"

"

"".."".
Fig. 19 - Electron temperatures in the emitter slit plane
(position 11 and 53 not computable). Note the perfect
reproducibility of data around 4. eV (pos 32)

"

The ion flux niui was calculated from Eq. (6) with Api
determined from Eq. (5) and Ji,m taken from the currentvoltage characteristics. Probe current amplification effects
due to secondary electron emission from the filanent surfaces

I

I

- 661-

were neglected, i.e. a = i. The specific plasma dens:y n = r
was determined from Eq. (7) with u; estimated from Eq.(13).
The main operatonal parameters of the FEEP system
during the different tests are summarized inTab. 8; the results
for the ion flux and the specific plasma density are shown in
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21, respectively,
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In order to check the obtained data for plausibility the
followingsimplecalculationcan becarriedoutIfoneassumes
a pyramidal beam shape with a uniform ion flux over its
rectangular cross-section, the ion flux at a cerain distance x
from the thruster becomes:
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of neu'ralizing el-crons near ,e 'probes which weaken the
ion-repelling eiecostaic field in h.e sheaths ar., thus, allow
even ions with low direced enerzgis to penetrate the sheath
and hit the probe surface. Furthe-.ore, all values for niu i and
n measured with probe V are higher than those sensed with
probe H under corresponding operational conditions (white
triangle vs. whi:e cross, black dot vs. black rhombus, in both
figures). This shift is caused by the difference in axial distance

.
I

I

0
53

Table 8 - Operational conditions of the FEEP system during

the different tests

n

=

(18

niU

ix

(18)

where I, is the emitter current, e the electronic charge, and

A(x) the beam cross-section area at the distance x from the
thruster exit plane.
Considering the geometric situation in the emitter-fixedcoordinate system the beam cross-section becomes:

'"'

A(x)=2x(tan a)(2xtanp+30.03)

....,2

.I

,

are the azimuthal and lateral beam divergence
angles, respecuvely. In the case of the thruster operating
without neuclizer the beam divergence angles were determined to be approximately 30 and 15', respectively. Thus,
the beam cross-secuton for probe H at position 32 becomes A32
where a and
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-

,

,

,

,

o............
Fig. 20 - Ion flux in the emitter slit plane (position 11 and 53
not computable)

= 0.07 m2 . With an emiter current of I = 1.2 mA the ion flux
2
calculated from Eq. (18) is nii = 11.-1017 m s-', which is in

perfect accordance with the ex.erir.ental data (white triangle
in Fig. 20). For probe V at position 58 the beam cross-section
area is Ass = 0.0- m2. With an emitter current of 1.1 mA this
2
s- which
procedure yields an ion flux of n:,i = 1.7-1017 m- 17
m-2 s
= 1.S10

corresponds to the measured value of niui
:...

to better than 95%.
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An order-of-magnitude check of Lt.e remaining values obtained inthe neutralized plume with his model is not possible
for two reasons. First, the beam divergence in the case of the

neutralized beam was not measured. Since the beam expansion is a strong function of the elecon temperature, i.e., the
divergence decreases with a dec-ased electron temperature,
useof the divergence angles measured in the beam without

neutralizeroperation would yield to large values for the beam
cross-section, and thus, would introduce an error. Second, the

Both diagrams show the same shape, as one would expect,
sheath-weakening effects of the neutralizing electrons which
with the ion flux niu i
since the
the plasma
plasma density
density nn is
is connected
connected with
p the on fuxo
b r lead to an increased ion collection of the probe are analytically
bheionexhaustveociudiwhichwaskeptconstfficult tocapture and quantitatively completely urknown.

than 4% during the tests. Again, both figures uncover the
ad ae
tendencies observed already in connection with the character-l
Floatingpo:entialand space potenroa
,.t~ . ,
istic elec eon energy: in the case ofa neutralized plume plasma
the values for n.u and n are shifted towards higher values (bold
e floating potential V was measured during the recording
symbols).This effect is very probably caused by the presence
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to be scatiered arbirta.yv between 0.-A an 1.5 V. The oly
e measurement
m tobe tha
a
exp.ice n or thisbehnca
stream, like
asma
rried
:
ahe
2
y
.
l
oten
S
iCrg
ot
the FEEP exhaust plume, is very srong! affected by the

2,n:-vcinge c::rac:enstcs by sLmply d e[.tem.n
: hich the' crent in the r.crobecLu
- Zb biascis
\V, uhen, was calculated from
7:-'..
Te s.e
vi:s;d.
ts
tc r V andT, and7neglectng th
Eq. -4) ing the rs

cu.

:

unavoidable fluctuations of boundary condiuons of the experimental environment, which can be quite severe in a small
vacuum chamber as th cne used for Ltis work. Thus, his
results should be regarded as of scarce practical reliability.
The results for the spac- potential V,, on the other hand,
seem to be more conclusive. In Fig. 23 a significant potential
shift may be notced between dat points measured in the

ofsecondarveleconemrnssion.T.eopcrataonalconditionsof
the FEE system du_-ng -he tests are summarized in Tab. 9,
and the results for V, and V, are presented in Fig.22 and Fig.
23, respecively.
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neutralized plume and 'hose recorded without neutralizer
operation.
z
Furthermore, n increase in Lhe neutralizer emis-
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Table 9 - Operational conditions of the FEEP system during

sion level seems to diminish V, D(old dot vs. bold rectangle),
whereasthetotalpotentia d.-opbetween emiterand accelera-

tor has no influence on the measured space potential (data
points around 6 V). Again, it is important to recall thatitdoes
not exist a general theory on V,; thus, the results presented
here have to be evaluated carefully, and must be considered
only as a first estimate.

I

Validity of the experimer.nt results

the different tests

In order to assess the reliability of the experimental results
three major aspects have to be taken into consideration:

systematic errors inherent in the experimental apparatus,

_

• precision of the gauges in the probe circuits and accuracy of
the graphical analysis of the current-voltage characteristics,
" "

.

and

:

..

"

.

Fig. 22 - Floating potential in the emitter slit plane.

, deviauons of the actual si:uaion in the FEE? exhaust ;plme
from the assumed theoretic plasma mcdel.
Tracking down systema"c errors is not a trivial task. Even

though the F-P expe-mentis thoughttobe freeofsuch flaws
(apart from the filament .. alimgnment of probe H which was
__ken into account during -he analysis of the probe character-

:

"

.

..

Fig. 23 - Space potenrial in the emitter slit plane (position 11
and 3 cot computable)
A quite confusing situation is encountered when one

22.
the results
xialyzes
analyzes
esults fzar
fr ,h3
he floating potential Vf
V in
in Fig.
Fig 22.
Even though the order of magnitude ofVf corresponds to i.at
reported in he lir
for plasma streams created by ion
athrsters operating unter comparable conditions, Lhe da .n
Fig. 22 does not show any, recognizable .trnd. Regardless of
pFrbe t:ye or neuaii2zer state four daa points coin.:e
unexpectedly at zero volts, whereas the remaining data seems

istics), the conclusive nrocf may be given only by other
experimenters repeati.g 2.e same tests under similar con'iuo___ns,
but with different hardware.
The precision of the measured data is much easier to
evaluate. The recorded c'rrent-voltage characteristics, inciudng 'he values for i.e floating potental, are precise to
Qlt2s in
_a.r t".a 99% since -"e -roe currens and b v'yl=s
the circuits could be m.as=red acuitL exav . Te errors
associated with the measuring gauges in the probe c:ircuits
were determined to be A''< 0.5% for the voltmeter and Al 5
0.2% forthe ammeter. Mcre difficultand less accurate was the
graphical analysis of the characteristics to determine the

plasma quantities Te, n ad V,. The principal problem, in his
wasthecorrecti.-tegretationofthecharacterisucsin
cotx.
the correcz interpretation of the charactesucs in
context, was
order to determine the ion saturation currents. Different approaches to define the saturation regions were attempted,
yielding values for T, n and V, which differed by ± 15% from
those determined with the standard procedure.
Te comparison of t.e actual situaton in the plasma with
the heoreucal model unrcovers a fundamental dilemma: the

I
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of tLheo2res has o be checked with experimental data
ob ±-.fromjust the same theories.Even though this vicious
c icle may lead to false estimations, it is the only way to lern
about the differences between experimental reality and theoretic model. In the actual case of this work, the major prerequisites for the modified double-probe theory were satisfled. However, results from a comparison of the local Debye
length to the probe dimensions indicated that the collisionless
model does not fully represent the situation in the immediate
proximity of the probes.
vliv

Concluding Remarks
This work is pan of a research project undertaken at
Centrospazio within the framework of the Field Emission
Electric Propulsion development activities. The theoretical
and experimental activities performed were aimed at the
development of a simple but nonetheless effective diagnostic
tool for the investigation of phenomena occurring in the
plasma plume of a FEEP thruster. To this end, the classical
theory of electrostatic Langmuir probes was reviewed and
adapted to the special case of a plume plasma with high
directed ion velocities. In the modified theory the thruster
plume was modelled as a collisionless and quasi-neutral
plasma without external magnetic fields. The velocity distribution of the plume electrons was assumed to be essentially
Maxwellian, whereas the ion trajectories were modelled as
line-of-sight trajectories from the thruster ion optics. The
complex phenomena occurring in the immediate proximity of
the probe were simplified and reprsented through the model
of a wake region downstream of the probe. The shape of the
immersed probe filaments was assumed to be an ideal infinite
cylinder, i.e.,possibleedgeeffects wereneglected.Thepotential drop between the charged probe and the surrounding
plasma was thought to be concentrated in a thin layer around
the filaments having a thickness on the other of one local
Debye length.
The experimental part of this work comprised the design
and construction of two double-filamentLangmuir probes and
=--? experiment. A series
their implementation in an existing
the feasibility of
time,
first
the
for
of tests demonstrated,
FEE? plasma
high-velocity
a
rarefied,
in
probing
Langmuir
strean. Wherever possible, experimental data was checked
for plausibility by means of theoretical considerations or
comparison to results reported in the literature. It could be
shown that the application of Langmuifs technique to the case
ofa rarefied plasma with high directed ion velocities is capable
of providing conclusive results for the major quanuties

was determined to be on the crir of 1-1012 <n < 5-1012 m3
depending on the operational conditions of the FEE? hruster
and the emission level of she p:lsma-bridge neutralizer. The
values for n obtained without neutralizer operation
corresponded perfectly with numbers calculated from the ion
emission currentThe values for the space potential Vranged
between V, = 3.1 V and V = 9.3 V with an estimated accuracy
ofA V = ± 15%. Beam scanning in the emitter slit plane and
the plane perpendicular to the emitter slit plane provided
information on the spatial distribution of the ion beam. The
beam divergence angles were deerminedto be = 16' ± 2 for
for the left beam edge, and
the right beam edge, B =2Y -a = 31 ± 7 for the lower beam periphery. This data was
obtained in the ion beam without neutralizer operation. Since
the beam expansion is a strong function of the electron
temperature, i.e., the divergence decreases with decreasedTe,
thevalues for a and 3 are assumed to be somewhat lower in the
case ofa neutralized beam.
Furthermore, results from the beam scans indicated that the
actual situation in the vacuum chamber differed substantially
fromthetheoreticmodelofanidealplasmabeam:inthemodel
the ions are assumed to have a high order of directed energy
due to their acceleration through the ion optics of the thruster.
They are thought to travel essentially line-of-sight without
being affected by small electric fields or theirthermal motion.
Actually, the situation encountered in the FEEP experiment
was different. An increasing beam divergence was observed
which resulted in a complete attachment of the plume to the
chamber walls at some distance downstream of the thruster
outlet. This undesirable phenomenon is thought to be caused
by radial electrostatic fields induced by the potential difference
between the ion beam and the grounded chamber walls and,
unquestionably, affects the quality of the obtained results.
Overthelastthirtyyearsnumerousapproachestoreducethese
2
so-called facility effects have been reported in the literature '
13. 4. One of the most promising proposals is the concept of
pulsed experiments which is based on the assumption that the
ion beam remains essentially isolated from the vacuum chamber
during the ininal phase ofone diagnostic period. Onediagnostic
period, in this context, is the time of flight of ions from the ion
source to the collectors at the end of the vacuum chamber. The
whole diagnostic equipment immersed in the plasma column
and the neutralizer have to be phased to the accelerating
voltage of the ion source so that all sources and sinks of
electrons form unipotentia surfaces during the experimental
periods. Other proposals employ floating targets and LN2
shrouds to minimize the electrostatic field between the plasma
and the chamber.

the secific
are,
n

In future prosecution ofFEEP plume dcagnostic activities,one

plasma density, and the space potential. The careful analysis
of the current-voltage characteristics recorded in theneutraized
plume yielded values for the electron temperature ranging
= 9V
92 witha recisionofAT= 15%
=T. eto
from
withinthevalidityrangeofthemodifiedtheory.Dataobtained
in the plume without neutralizer operation indicated that a
Maxwellian electron distribution is not achieved within the
tested reeion close to the thruster outlet.The plasma density n

of the most important issues to address is the study of chargeexchange ions, which are thought to be potentialcontamination
sources for outer spacecraft surfaces. The initial nature of
charge-exchange plasmas strongly depends on the primary
beam plasma, which is why it is necessary to consider the
plasmabeamcharacteristicsfirsLTheionsinthebeampossess
a high order of directed energy due to their acceleration
through the ion optics of the thruster. They travel essentially

deter-n.inn aplasma, vz. .the el-ectn t'em
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line-of-sight ,anda- - m.Li:rally affected by small elecuric
motion.
,hcL: On ths c'.her hand, the thermal
f,lds cr tir t
velocity of the neurlizirg electrons is much greater than the
directed velocity of the beam ions and, therefore, they try :o
move randomly due to their thermal motion. The requirement
for space charge neutrality will not allow this since the beam
must remain quasi-neutral, i.e., n = n.. Therefore, a radial
electrostatic field is established to prevent the escape of
electrons from the plasma beam. The bulk of the chargeexchange ions iscreated within the region of the plume where
the ion density and the density of neutral atoms leaking from
the thruster are the maximum, typically one beam diameter
downstream of the accelerator. Since these ions initially have
only thermal energy, they are very susceptible to small electric
fields. Thesameradialelectric fieldwhich isestablishedin the
plasmabeam to prevent theneutralizing electrons from escaping
accelerates the charge-exchange ions in a primarily radial
direction. They leave the plasma beam with a directed energy
defined by the potential difference between the beam edge and
the potential at their origins; formost ions this is approximately
the potential of the beam center near the exit plane of the
thruster. After the ions leave the beam the neutralizing electrons
in this region of primarily charge-exchange ions still have a
high thermal velocity and they try to leave the slower chargeexchangeions.Smallelectricfieldswithinthecharge-exchange
plasma retain electrons for space-charge neutrality and this
causes the ions to continue their outward motion while also
expanding upstream and downstream in an ambipolar diffusion
process. The abilityofthisplasmatoflowupstream, non-lineof-sight, makes it a potential contamination source.
As the main objective of the work was to develop and test a
simple diagnostic tool for the investigation of FEEP exhaust
plumes, the equipment employed in the first tests was kept as
simple as possible. However, for a future, detailed plume
analysissomeimprovementsintheplumediagnosisequipment
seem to be indispensable. First cf all, a computer controlled.
fastresponse, low ripple power supply should be used, in order
to sweep the probe bias range V = -100 +100CV with steps
of 1 V in a reasonable time (i.e., in the order of 10 ms). A
further improvement would be a three-degree-of-freedom
probe positioning system. Such a system should be capable of
scanning a cylinder of 500 mm in diameter and 1000 mm in
length with a positioning accuracy of 1 mm in order to cover
lhemostinteresting regionsoftheplume.Theprobemovements
should be controllabie by the laboratory computer. Together
with an appropria- computer program, this solution would
allow to perform all measurements automatically, and thus,
could helo to increase the efficiency of the experimental work.
These imTprovemcns are presently underway.
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